THE UNIVERSITY MADRIGAL SINGERS
Gerald Keachley, conductor
and
THE UNIVERSITY SINGERS
Rodney Eichenberger, conductor

Monday, July 21, 1969
Hub Auditorium, 8:00 P.M.

PROGRAM

THE UNIVERSITY MADRIGAL SINGERS

Josquin Desprez (1450-1521) El grillo RH 7-31-69
Antonio Scandello (1517-1580) Vorria che tu cantass una canzon RH 7-31-69
Heinrich Schütz (1585-1672) Rede la primavera CH 8-12-69
William Byrd (1543-1623) Civitas sancti tui RH 7-4-69
Claude le Jeune (1525-1602) You don't understand, la la la RH 8-4-69

Thomas Weelkes (1580-1623) In pride of May RH 9-4-69
John Dowland (1562-1626) Now, O now I needs must part Not performed
Hilarius Waelrant (1518-1595) Hard by a fountain
G. Le Keckley (b. 1920) We are thy servants, O Lord Not performed
Thomas Weelkes When David heard RH 9-25-69
Thomas Morley (1557-1602) It was a lover and his lass
John Bartlet (fl. 1606) Of all the birds that I do know

INTERMISSION

THE UNIVERSITY SINGERS
with
INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE

Mozart (1756-1791) Regina coeli K. 276 (1779) CH 7-29-69

Carol Kirkpatrick, soprano
Anne Robinson, alto
Jane Poole, soprano
Larry Belz, tenor
Kirby Shaw, baritone

Brahms (1833-1897) Vier Zigeunerlieder, Op. 112 (1888-91)
Fair and bright the heavens above
Roses, all blooming
Brambles and thorns

Encore! Dearest swallow, tiny swallow

Schickele - Dominic Has a Doll CH 7-29-69
THE UNIVERSITY MADRIGAL SINGERS

Don Andre
Judith Arima
Brian Ayers
Lawrence Belz
Bob Bingham
Polly Detels
Carol Ferch
Sidney Frazier
Suellen Lacey
Mary Lightfoot
Valerie Yockey
Dan McDaniel
Yvonne Meuse
David Pratt
Kirby Shaw
Mary Thomas

THE UNIVERSITY SINGERS

Valois Akers
Donald Andre
Janet Bachich
Larry Belz
Lorann Boucher
Denise Brothers
Kay Brown
Jessie Crook
Dan Davis
Kris Eade
Dennis Fotheringill
Mary Fulton
Karen Garke
Sharon Garke
Pamela Glenn
Jane Hackedorn
Steven Haynes
Christine Herman
Geofry Hewings
Ruth Jacobson
Saji Kanazawa
Carol Kirkpatrick
Rosemary Kneeling
Carol Kocher
Elaine Leavitt
Jane Lowry
Sally McCleave
Nancy McCord
Pamela Madsen
Michelle Maltby
Colleen Margolis
Nancy Meyer
Judith Morris
Frances Nordby
Lodee Hazel Bruce
Victoria Nurse
Shannon O'Reilly
Cynthia Parks
Ruth Phirman
Jane Poole
David Pratt
Barbara Privette
C. Anne Robinson
Arlene Shaw
Kirby Shaw
Janis Smyth
Thyra Svidran
Albert Swanson
Nina Watts
Anne Wesner
Joyze Wiegand
Melanie Williams